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_____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
- Is there a reason for the UFO alien cover up that is bigger than the reason for disclosure? 
 
- It is now established beyond any doubt that there are non-humans, wherever they are from, visiting earth 
or already here, which have technology far surpassing known human technology, as the volume of video 
evidence of their craft alone proves. (*show UFO Clips) 
 
- The consensus of abductees shows that these non-humans are extraterrestrial, even from star systems we 
can identify, but there is also a volume of witnesses and evidence that say there are alien bases in the 
oceans, and underground, and these witnesses include people who claim to have worked alongside 
various species of non-humans such as grays and reptilians. 
 
- The volume of witnesses and evidence of alien abductions beyond the control of the humans involved 
leaves zero doubt this is occurring, and at an alarming yearly rate of at least thousands of people world 
wide. 
 
- The friendly or hostile nature of abductions where non-humans are seen is mixed, some with positive 
experiences, and some with negative experiences, the true nature of which is an unknown due to general 
inability to contact these beings to confirm they even exist, or get any information. 
 
- The importance of disclosure comes primarily from abductees and proof of their encounters. Abductees 
report painful and horrific medical procedures and breeding programs which scar the person for life, both 
physically and emotionally, and further there are hybrid human and alien children resulting from these 
programs, which the involuntary abductee parents witness seeing and interacting with. 
 
- There are first hand witnesses such as Phil Schnider, Alex Collier, and Arizona Wilder (see YouTube) 
who claim that aliens or non-humans they encountered were hostile toward humans, with injury, death, 
and eating of humans involved, including and especially the eating of live human children reported with 
reptilian type aliens. 
 
- Not just contactees and their families, but everyone in the world is clearly affected by the presence of 
these non-human entities. For example,  
 
Ex.1  How can the people vote regarding the use of a technology, for instance for surveillance, energy, or 
weapons, if we do not even know about it because the government classifies it as a national security 
issue? Meanwhile thousands of people every day report covert weapons being used against them, 
including soundless voices in their heads, unknown ailments, and other impossible to prove elements of 
covert mind control technology. 
 



Ex. 2  If there are alien human hybrids now living among us and they have advanced alien traits of 
superior brain power such as memory or psychic ability, regular earth humans may be significantly 
disadvantaged, starting with children in school, and in every field as an adult, with no one able to prove or 
know anything is going on besides normally occurring advantage or disadvantage. 
 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
NOBODY CAN CHANGE A THING 
 
- It has been proven that for at least fifty years the American government has known about UFO 
extraterrestrials and has continuously lied to the American taxpayer and the whole of earth's inhabitants 
about them. It is proven beyond question and beyond doubt by many published researchers. 
 
- In all that time there have been many lawsuits and filing of Freedom of Information Act requests, video 
presentations and books, rallies or protests against the government demanding disclosure of the UFO 
extraterrestrial information, TO ABSOLUTELY NO AFFECT.  
 
- Furthermore it is now proven (and I myself am witness) that suppression tactics are used against anyone 
attempting to alert the general public to the presence of non-humans, including assassination, mind 
control, and psychological warfare, the purpose of which is to silence or minimize people who are a threat 
to the government secrecy regarding non-humans. 
 
- A primary factor in the inability to change the government cover up of non-humans is the larger 
percentage of the population who do not know the severity of the problem, and therefore do not stand up 
and demand that the government disclose what they know about extraterrestrials or non-humans. The fact 
is that until something dark and unpleasant connected non-humans happens to a person, they are not 
motivated to investigate and protest against their own government. 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
QUESTIONS AGAIN: 
 
- Is there a reason for secrecy truly greater than the need to reveal the most fantastic information man 
could ever know, we are not alone? 
 
- If God has ordained the powers that be, should we accept their judgment, that we the general public 
should not know about non-humans (perhaps because God has so ordered it?) 
 
- Does the fact that not a single alien has come on visual public media like YouTube and announced 
themselves, an indication that the government is somehow right to keep all non-humans a secret from the 
people? 
 



- Is the government aware of repercussions of disclosure that make the crime of lying and even killing 
people who try to reveal it, actually justified? 
 
- If hypothetically the news is worse than any science fiction horror movie, such as what some have 
described that humans are kept in cages and tortured in underground alien facilities, and also in off-world 
bases where humans are bred for food, slavery, and experiments, and the technology of these aliens is so 
overwhelming that if humans do not cooperate with their plans they will all be killed and or rounded up in 
cages. *** Should we then not attempt to force the government to tell us what is going on, or we'll all be 
killed? *** 
 
- If you not believe in the leaked hypothetical repercussions of disclosure, mainly national security of 
military secrets and societal breakdown, (pause) what could the real reason be? Are we slaves or food to 
these non-humans? Are there non-humans here who know they will be severely disadvantaged or perish 
should humans learn of them? 
 
- If non-humans are indeed in control of our world as I believe is the case, meaning they are or control 
elected officials, does that not violate laws regarding and the right of the voter to know such pertinent 
information about who they are voting for? 
 
- If the government is actively lying over a long period of time, even with elaborate disinformation 
campaigns to perpetuate ignorance of extraterrestrials, can we trust that same government to spend our 
money with fairness, or make decisions about war, environment, food, and medical regulations? 
 
- No matter what the truth is, if we elect the persons of our government and give them our money to 
manage our nation, don't we deserve to know the truth from them regarding something that clearly affects 
every single person? 
 
- If you have looked carefully enough at this situation, and used common sense to realize there is no 
national security issue big enough to keep the fact we are not alone from the public, and that humans 
neither would nor could keep such information from other humans, and for this long, and therefore you 
know that there are non-humans in control of earth: are you going to let it be, and pass this problem on to 
your children, because you have to feed your family now, and standing up about this problem will cause 
you to lose your job or be destroyed as a targeted individual? 
 
- Does it really make sense that you will lose your job or social standing for speaking out on the non-
human, extraterrestrial topic, either as an experience or just a believer, or have your life ruined by 
government run psychological warfare for revealing these non-humans to the public? 
 
*(Use pictures, video) 
- If you have a government that condones: poison air (chemtrails), poison water (fluoride and chlorine), 
poison food (GMOs), and poison vaccines (infant and infectious disease vaccinations), are the so-called 
people in our governments humans doing this to other humans, when their children breathe the same air? 
 
- Can we trust the government with all this going on? 



 
 
SEPTEMBER 4TH DEMAND UFO E.T. DISCLOSURE DAY 
 
- History provides that there will not be any change in government until the majority of regular people 
rise up, usually with violence. That is a historical fact. 
 
- I therefore propose September 4th as a day to stand with your weapon and protest sign in hand, either in 
front of your house or public area, and demand government disclosure of all extraterrestrial and non-
humans. We have the right to demand they tell us everything. 
 
- If after ten years of these protests being strong in the nation there is no disclosure, on the 11th year 
everyone gather at the capitol and arrest every member of government currently serving who is not 
actively helping in the disclosure plan and known currently as speaking out for disclosure. Everyone bring 
their video camera and film the whole thing. NOTICE: This cannot be done if the majority of the 
American people are not behind it and joining the protest. Also for those who feel this is too extreme a 
thing to do, remember: they are killing our loved ones every day with poison food, water, air, and 
vaccines, and spending our money on horrific black budget projects in cooperation with non-humans for a 
genocidal agenda against the majority of the population, and we all have been ignorant and taking it for at 
least fifty years if not more. It is time then for war against our own government. They are killing us 
whether we fight back or not. I do honestly and sincerely believe we should kill them all and replace them 
with real regular people we can trust. DO NOT BE IMPATIENT AND DO ANYTHING AGAINST THE 
LAW OR ATTACK UNTIL WE HAVE THE MAJORITY OF THE PEOPLE BEHIND US. 
 
- They only have the power now to kill us every day because we gave it to them, and conceded to a 
government that is too complicated and slow which is how they have been able to deceive us. 
 
SOME GUIDELINES TO PROTECT AGAINST THEM COMING TO POWER AGAIN 
 
LIVE VIDEO COVERAGE AT ALL TIMES 
 
- At least three public television channels and internet sites dedicated to live broadcast of all government 
and news media procedures be established, so that every citizen may see live and without a broadcast 
delay, all relevant government proceedings, and that a rotating group of randomly selected people with 
video cameras be present at all times, and also these witness videographers can be challenged and 
replaced at hourly intervals to avoid possible alien saturation and deception. 
 
- The new government would have the following basic rules: No matter what, all government leaders will 
be video taped 24 hours a day by a group of randomly chosen citizens, and all leaders be sworn by 
constitutional amendment that there shall be no secrecy, military, national security, or otherwise regarding 
non-humans or their technology, and everything must be truly transparent, with no secret government 
spending of one single dollar.  
 



- Every elected public official will be initially and continually screened both for being human genetically 
and for possession or control of non-human entities. If demon indwelling is common (which I have 
found), this will be identified and differentiated from complete possession or control by non-human 
spirits. If it is found that some non-humans can be trusted, this also be identified and a vote can be had on 
the regularization of these non-humans. 
 
- Furthermore a group of randomly selected citizens and their video cameras shall be given a full tour of 
all underground, under water, and off world facilities or colonies, and with everything exposed to the 
public, the public can vote on whether to fund them or dismantle them. 
 
- All major news media outlets such as television channels would be subject to the same live public video 
of procedures such as what stories are broadcast and who makes the decisions, to avoid what we have 
now which is controlled deception false news used to direct thinking and cover up lies and crimes of our 
own government. All news stories should have an opening for an opposing view to be broadcast with that 
segment, if someone has raised such an opposing view or criticism of reported elements. 
 
- To avoid possible alien resurgence using mind manipulation technology, any all such directed energy or 
mind control technology be completely banned, and any bases, facilities, or persons proven involved with 
the technology be immediately destroyed. 
 
 
 
 
 


